4 Ways to Establish your Online Procedures
and Expectations
BECOME AN EXPERT AND HELP YOUR STUDENTS
NAVIGATE THIS NEW LEARNING STYLE
ASYNCHRONOUS
Jam Boards
Flip Grid
Screencastify
Seesaw
Animoto
Read&Write

Padlet
Kahoot
Quizizz
Google Docs
Google Drive
(Sheets,
Docs, etc.)
Manipulatives

Build
Mathematical
Identity
Growth Mindset

ESTABLISH EXPECTATIONS

SYNCHRONOUS

Zoom
Google Meet
Discussion Boards
Chat Rooms
Pear Deck
Nearpod

• Create a “parking lot” where
students and parents can see the list
of class norms for online learning

Reasoning &
Problem Solving

• Have students create a dedicated
space for learning without
distractions

Activity

• Send out a list of supplies or websites so students are prepared
• Develop 4 to 5 hand signals for participation (For example, “I agree,”
could be raised hand with the thumb and pinky extended, waving left
and right.)

Implement Routines for Online Learning
WHY INCORPORATE ROUTINES INTO YOUR ONLINE CLASSROOM

Math routines are designed to promote reasoning while encouraging discourse in your math class. Using routines will engage
students in tasks that develop important life skills like estimation, flexibly solving problems, mental math, and connecting
math concepts.

This is not an exhaustive or exemplar list, but the idea is to get you, your
students, and your parents comfortable using a specific list of programs and
platforms and to stick with them. Choose the technology that works best for
your learning goals and your students’ needs. Take time and investigate the
platforms and each feature. Creating a student account as well as a teacher
account will allow you to create assignments as a teacher, then attempt the task
as a student. Going through the digital tool you can see what misconceptions
students may have and plan for those. While implementing a new technology,
plan for the needs of both your students and parents by incorporating time into
your schedule to allow for exploration of the chosen platform.

» How will students ask questions?
» How often are students expected to be online? Daily? Once or
twice a week?
» Do you expect formal or informal language in their responses?
» How long does an answer or discussion prompt response need
to be? Is a single sentence OK, or should learners submit detailed
paragraphs?
» Is there a cut-off time for responses?

When assessing technology, ask yourself:

» How will you utilize small groups in chat rooms and/or discussion
boards?

• Can students submit work here? What’s the complexity level?

Growth Mindset
Reasoning &
Problem Solving

“Number Talks,” are a widely used routine. In short, it looks like this: One at a time, the teacher poses three or four problems
(like 29 + 38) and students solve it mentally. Students then share their different methods. Number talks are very effective at
developing mathematical fluency! (Google for more info!) Having a handful of other routines can keep students excited about
sharing their reasoning. Here are four excellent routines for engaging online (or face-to-face)!

ESTIMATION

Activity

NUMBER LINE RELATIONSHIP
Present 2-3 number lines with specific endpoints in mind. Ask, “What is the
value of the hidden point?” Allow independent thinking time to begin the
routine about the hidden point on the number line. Then, allow students
to pair and share to determine the “exact” point on the number line. Bring
students together and choose students to justify their response. You can
differentiate by allowing 100’s charts.

• Create a virtual classroom to hang anchor charts, hand signals, etc. for
students to access
• Questions to consider before developing class norms and expectations
for online participation:

Build
Mathematical
Identity

Find an image and ask how many _______ are there? Students can respond
with a sentence, picture, or video explaining their thinking. Asking students
how they found their total number of items or if there are any unknowns that
need to be accounted for with help engage in deeper conversations about
estimation.
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SUBITIZING

UNDERSTANDING THE EQUAL SIGN

Quickly flash a card containing dots. Students should use predetermined
hand signals to let the teacher know they have a solution. Call on students
and ask them to state the number of dots they saw and how they saw them.
You should get a variety of answers explaining how they “saw” the dots.

Create 3-4 equations to present to students one at a time. Have independent
thinking time for students to determine if equation is true or false. Then, give
students time to justify their response to their partner before bringing the
class together to share. Repeat for all equations. Consider providing tools to
support student thinking.

PROBLEM-BASED
LEARNING

PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES

Students can develop their
Draw a picture
Make a list or
Guess and
Write a number Break it up
mathematical confidence and
or
diagram
table
check
sentence
mathematical identities through
problem-based learning. Exposure
Solve a simpler
Make a model
Act it out
Identify a
Work
to low floor, high-ceiling, open
problem
pattern
backwards
tasks that promote exploration of
concepts and relationships promotes personalized learning. Additionally, PBLs allow students to collaborate with their peers while deepening
their understanding of content and developing problem-solving skills. This model challenges students and encourages them to take risks while
learning synchronously or asynchronously.

CLOSED TASK

OPEN TASK

There are 6 ducks in the pond and 4 ducks on shore. How many
ducks are there altogether?

There are some ducks in the pond and some ducks on the shore.
There are 10 ducks altogether. How many ducks could be in the pond
and on the shore?
How could you find another solution?

SYNCHRONOUSLY
• Pose question/image to class. Ask students to think
independently.
• Put a timer on the screen and give students independent time
to solve. Remind students to use a problem solving strategy to
support their thinking.
• Strategically group students in chat rooms to discussion
solutions (teacher goes into several chat rooms and listens for
responses, supports productive struggle).
• Bring class together and have them put solutions in the chat
box. Then have open discussion about strategies while the
teacher annotates on screen.

• How many buttons/logins/clicks will have to be done to complete work?
• Can I add links to virtual manipulatives or other resources?

CONNECT WITH STUDENTS

• Is it easy to communicate with students and parents? Can I leave
feedback?

Similarly to planning, creating schedules, and establishing a routine,
developing relationships is vital for distant learning. Students will become
engaged and develop ownership if their interests are involved in the
activities. These activities will help students develop peer relationships as
well, aiding in classroom discourse later.

• Can I set timelines and due dates?

HOLD A VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE...INVITE THEM AND
THEY WILL COME!

Design a virtual open house and use this time for families to meet you and
understand your high expectations for their child.
Begin building relationships and let parents know you are a team.
Share information
about yourself and your
expectations you created for
online learning.

Demonstrate a rich, open task
on Padlet where parents can
see the impact of numerous
avenues of thinking.

VIRTUAL
OPEN
HOUSE

Introduce your families to
fact fluency games!

Create a scavenger hunt for
the technology you chose to
incorporate (virtual
manipulatives, Google
Classroom, etc.)

Create a mini lesson
video to have families
watch and answer
questions to turn in.
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Check-Ins: Designate a day of the
week when each student will check
in with you. You can schedule several
virtual meetings a day with different
students. These digital office hours
will help build relationships, build
student confidence, and provide a
time the student can be vulnerable
about their learning.

Reflections: Use a discussion
board for students to submit
reflections to you after
assignments, homework, and/or
other artifacts of learning.

Self-Evaluations: On your
classwork page, organize a
space where students can easily
access, copy, and complete a
self-evaluation or group evaluation
form.

Peer-to-Peer Connections:
Have students create videos on Flip
Grid to demonstrate learning. This
platform will allow peers to leave
video comments, make connections,
and ask questions, furthering
establishing a classroom community.

FPO

Take time to develop the routine and model talk moves so students know what is expected. Modeling sets the expectation.

• Pose question/image to class. Ask
students to think independently.

Culture Study: Students will
research and find a mathematician
from their culture to create video
for class (slide set to store all
mathematicians). What can we all
contribute culturally to the study of
mathematics? Where is your family
from beyond the United States?
How does culture influence who we
are? What aspects of their culture
influence them as students? WE ARE
ALL MATH PEOPLE!

Snail Mail: Send your students a
postcard. Attach a QR code so they
can hear your voice. These can be
sent out throughout the year to let
your students know you’re thinking
about them and that you’re proud
of their accomplishments! Parents
love to hear how well their children
are doing.

Lunch Bunch: Invite your students
to join you for lunch one day week
and watch an educational show,
play their favorite music (with clean
lyrics), or have each other share
something from around the house.

Brain Breaks: Productive struggle
is only beneficial when it is
“productive.” If students need to
take a break, visit GoNoodle for an
activity.

Spirit Days: Have students create
lists of special days you would like
to celebrate with special attire (hat
day, pi day, etc.)

Check the Temp: Begin your class
meetings with students rating how
they are feeling with emojis. This
will tell you who you may need to
check in on.

• Put a timer on the screen and
give students independent time
to solve.

» Prepare a slide deck with video, images, or problems embedded for
students to view.
» Have students make a copy of the slide deck to complete to be turned in.

• Strategically group students in
chat rooms to discussion solutions
(teacher goes into several chat
rooms and listens for responses).
• Bring class together and have
them put solutions in the chat box.
Then have open discussion about
strategies while teacher annotates
on screen.

» The next instructional day, the teacher has intentionally chosen student
work to showcase and class has a discussion to make connections
between strategies.

• Daily Routines to
Jump-Start Math Class,
Elementary School; John
J. SanGiovanni (Corwin)
for additional routines
• Daily Routines to
Jump-Start Math Class,
Middle School; John J.
SanGiovanni (Corwin)

• Padlet
» Teacher poses video, image, or problem.

• High-Yield Routines for
K–8; McCoy, Barnett, and
Combs (NCTM)

» Students create response with solution and strategy on their own postit. Students must also respond on a peer’s post to make a connection,
comment, or question.
• Flip Grid
» Teachers could also create a Flip Grid to accomplish the same task and
have students record their strategy and solution. Students should respond
on a peer’s post with a connection, comment, or question.

• Number Talks; Sherry
Parrish (Math Solutions)
• Wodb.ca—Which One
Doesn’t Belong

The Core of Instruction
The Concrete, Semi-Concrete, Abstract Approach is beneficial for all students. The progression is a fluid movement beginning
with students using movement, then models, and finally abstract symbols to develop conceptually the mathematics.
Challenging as it may seem, the approach needs to be a priority in online learning. Allow students to explore math even
if they are online. All lessons should have time dedicated for student exploration at the beginning of the lesson (teacher
does not mean teller), which is a wonderful engagement strategy! Students can use virtual manipulatives or individual
manipulative sets. If students are struggling with virtual manipulatives, incorporate common house hold items to improvise
(ideas below). Parents will also be able to “see” what their child is doing, giving the whole family an understanding of the
concepts.
We cannot simply fall back onto procedural skills because students will not develop the constructs necessary to
master content.

COMMON HOUSEHOLD OPTIONS
SEMI-CONCRETE

Build
Mathematical
Identity
Growth Mindset
Reasoning &
Problem Solving
Activity

ABSTRACT

• Egg Cartons & beans

• Colored paper cut-outs in square or fraction bars

• Graph Paper

• Cheez-Its or Goldfish

• Paper and Colored Pencils

• Paper of any type

• Pom-Poms

• 100s Chart

• Virtual Manipulatives

• Legos

• Graph Paper

• Coins or Play Money

• Number Lines and Place Value Charts https://www.teachervision.com/
number-lines-place-value-charts-slideshow

• Straws and Rubber Bands
• Virtual Manipulatives

• Virtual Manipulatives

IS IT NICE TO KNOW OR NEED TO KNOW?

What makes the standard need to know for unit planning?

We need to prioritize our math standards, which is not synonymous with eliminating math standards. Prioritizing refers to giving certain standards priority
so there is an in-depth focus which leads to student mastery of what students HAVE TO KNOW at that specific grade level. Deciding what standards hold the
most leverage also allows you to work other standards in to support them. For example, incorporating geometry standards and measurement standards with
addition and subtraction.
When deciding on the essential standards, think about these three things:
1. Is it essential at this grade level?

» Prepare a slide deck with video, images, or problems
embedded for students to view.
» Have students make a copy of the slide deck to complete to
be turned in.
» The next instructional day, the teacher has intentionally
chosen student work to showcase and class has a discussion
to make connections between strategies.
⊲ This work could be completed in pairs or groups.
• Flip Grid
» Teachers could also create a Flip Grid to accomplish the
same task and have students record their strategy and
solution. Students should respond on a peer’s post with a
connection, comment, or question.

Build
Mathematical
Identity

A student’s math identity can be directly influenced by their ability to fluently solve math problems. How
many students get “stuck” on a problem because they don’t know their basic facts? By allowing students
opportunities to practice through games and working with their peers, we will see their problem-solving skills
as well as mastery of basic facts increase. The end goal of automaticity is achieved, without undermining
students’ confidence.

Growth Mindset

It is also important to remember that fluency does not mean speed. Fluency is derived from a student’s
flexibility with numbers, their efficiency and appropriate strategy selection when solving problems, and their
accuracy. Timed tests only observe accuracy and leave out the other components of fluency.

Activity

Reasoning &
Problem Solving

Make timed tests a thing of the past!
Bay-Williams, Jennifer, and Gina Kling. Math Fact Fluency: 60+ Games and Assessment Tools to Support Learning and Retention. ASCD; NCTM, 2019, 2-3.

GAMES, GAMES, AND MORE GAMES
PRIMARY

INTERMEDIATE

Hidden Objects

Three in a Row

Supplies:
• 5 objects

Supplies:
• Deck of cards with face cards removed (ace = 1)

• A bowl
• 5 frame
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CONCRETE

There is additional
overmatter for page 3.
Please see Individual
Page PDF (AP)

*For more routines, check
out these resources…

• Google Slides

• Google Slides

Students like to create and watch videos, play games,
talk to each other...incorporate it! (Basic Fact Fluency)

**Adapted from text - SanGiovanni, John J. Daily Routines to Jump-Start Math Class; Elementary School. Corwin, Thousand Oaks, CA., 2019.

HOW TO INCORPORATE ROUTINES INTO YOUR ONLINE CLASSROOM
SYNCHRONOUSLY
ASYNCHRONOUSLY

ASYNCHRONOUSLY
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Gist:
One student places some of the objects in the bowl. The other
student looks at the objects out of the bowl and tries to figure out
how many are hidden. By using the 5 frame students recognize ways
to make 5.

Adaptations:
Use a different number of objects
Transition to a ten frame

• 5x5 game board with multiples of 5 in each square
• 2 different color counters
Gist:
Players take turns choosing a card and multiplying the number by 5.
Player is trying to cover 3 in a row and each successful trio earns 5
points. The highest score wins.
Adaptations:
Use a larger game board
Use a different multiple on the game board

Addition War

Quadrilateral King

Supplies:
• Deck of cards, kings and jacks removed (ace = 1, queen = 0)

Supplies:
• 2 dice

Gist:
Each player takes half of the deck of cards. Each player turns over
two cards and states their sum and then checks their partner’s sum.
The greater sum wins. Player with the most cards wins.
Adaptations:
Use 3 addends
Change to subtraction
Change to multiplication, comparing products instead of sums

• One game board per player (grid paper)
• Pencil
Gist:
Teacher rolls two dice and each student chooses where to place a
rectangle on the board using the dimensions rolled. Students record
the multiplication equation in the rectangle. When a student can no
longer place a rectangle on their paper, they are out of the game.
Last student remaining wins the game.
Adaptations:
Use larger grid paper
Use 10 sided dice

TIPS FOR IMPLEMENTING GAMES
1. Model, model, model

a. Synchronous Options: Play you against the class, then place students in pairs to play.
b. Asynchronous Options: Play you against the class, then have students play with family members or ask students to meet in pairs on
Google Meet.
2. Connect games to visuals
a. Physical tools from their home (e.g., cards)
b. Math Flips - https://mathvisuals.wordpress.com/
c. Virtual tools
iv. Dice: https://freeonlinedice.com/
v. Cards: https://deck.of.cards/
vi. Manipulatives: https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/

There is additional
overmatter for page 4.
Please see Individual
Page PDF (AP)

